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Abstract1 —Reliability evaluation is a high costly process that
is mainly carried out through fault injection or by means of
analytical techniques. While the analytical techniques are fast but
inaccurate, the fault injection is more accurate but extremely time
consuming. This paper presents an hybrid approach combining
analytical and fault injection techniques in order to evaluate
the reliability of a computing system, by considering errors that
affect both the data and the instruction cache. Compared to
existing techniques, instead of targeting the hardware model of
the cache (e.g., VHDL description), we only consider the running
application (i.e., the software layer). The proposed approach is
based on the Low-Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) framework
coupled with a cache emulator. As input, the tool requires the
application source code, the cache size and policy, and the
target microprocessor instruction set. The main advantage of
the proposed approach is the achieved speed up quantiﬁed in
magnitude orders compared to existing fault injection techniques.
For the validation, we compare the simulation results to those
obtained with an FPGA-based fault injector. The similarity of
the results proves the accuracy of the approach.
Index Terms—Reliability, Soft Errors, Fault Injection, Analysis, LLVM, Cache, Data, Instruction

I. I NTRODUCTION
A constant trend in the computer architecture is the continuous reduction of the distance between the microprocessor and
the memory. From a single external RAM, we use now up to
four cache levels in order to reduce the data access time. The
main consequence is that up to 60% of the microprocessors
die area is nowadays devoted to cache memory blocks [1].
The large portion of occupied die area make the caches to be
critical components for the whole microprocessor reliability
especially for safety critical ﬁelds such as avionic, aerospace,
and transportation. Thus, any fault in the cache can cause
catastrophic failure of the system. To avoid such events,
designers investigate methods to evaluate the reliability. The
most used are fault injection and analytical techniques. While
the former are accurate but very time consuming since they
require performing a big number of tests, the latter are fast
but inaccurate.
This paper proposes a new approach to evaluate the reliability of a computing system based on the analytical technique
and the fault injection. One goal of this work is to study the
outcomes of a computing system running a software when
affected by faults. The system outcomes are signiﬁcantly
inﬂuenced by faults occurring in the cache, since they are very
1 This work has been supported by the joint FP7 Collaboration Project
CLERECO (Grant No. 611404).
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close to the main processing unit and can easily propagate to
other components through the CPU and register ﬁles. Thus, we
target in this paper faults affecting the data and the instruction
cache.
The proposed approach is based on LLVM [2], a compiler
framework that uses virtualization with Virtual ISA (VISA) to
perform complex analysis of software applications on different
architectures. The use of the Intermediate Representation (IR)
as a form to represent code in the compiler, makes the
framework independent from the source language and the
target machine. Using LLVM, we aim to have an abstraction,
at software level, of the caches and the hardware faults. We
implement a cache emulator that models the cache behavior,
and we deﬁne fault models that represent the effect of soft
errors at the software layer. This abstraction permits to save the
time and the cost of using a fully designed hardware system.
The advantages of our approach are: (i) achieving speed up
of the simulation time compared to existing fault injection
techniques, (ii) targeting faults in the data and instruction
cache without requiring a fully designed hardware architecture,
(iii) having accurate results and good observability of the fault
location in space and time, which could help in the design of
reliability improvement methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes related works. Section III introduces the proposed
approach. Section IV presents the experimental results, and
Section V concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Fault-Injection Techniques
LLFI [3] and KULFI [4] are LLVM-based fault injectors permitting to inject fault into the IR code. As fault
model, LLFI considers transient faults into the processor’s
computation units, and KULFI injects single bit ﬂips into
the instructions as well as in the data/address registers. The
major difference compared to the proposed approach is the
considered fault location. Thanks to the integration of the
cache emulator, we target faults occurring in the data and the
instruction cache, which is not considered by these approaches.
In addition, we inject the fault directly in the readable IR
(not the binary), which offers more observability of the fault
location in space and time.
More generally, several fault injection techniques exist in
the literature to evaluate the soft errors [5]. For softwarebased techniques, the fault injection mechanism is modeled
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at different abstract levels such as operating-system level
[6] [7] or source-code level [8]. These techniques are cheap
but not enough accurate. The hardware-based techniques can
use a manufactured processor prototype [9], a simulation
of the processor architecture [10], or an implementation of
the processor on an FPGA board [11]. These techniques are
accurate, but more expensive in terms of hardware cost and
evaluation time. The proposed approach accurately evaluates
the effect of soft errors without requiring a fully deﬁnition of
the hardware architecture, and thus signiﬁcantly reduces the
evaluation time and cost.
B. Analytical Reliability Evaluation Techniques
Analytical techniques aim to develop a low cost reliability
evaluation tool in term of execution time and hardware dependency. These techniques permit to quickly estimate the failure
probability but they are highly inaccurate [12].
Mukherjee et al. [13] use lifetime analysis to compute the
Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF) of the instruction
queue and execution units. Biswas et al. [14] apply the concept
of lifetime to compute the AVF of the data cache, the data
translation buffer, and the store buffer. While the previous
techniques perform the analysis on a real processor, our
approach uses the VISA of LLVM, which makes the evaluation
less dependent from the hardware architecture. Using the same
VISA, Kooli et al. [15] use the lifetime analysis to compute the
minimum percentage of failure probability of faults occurring
in the data (RAM, data cache). Compared to this technique, the
proposed approach computes the exact failure probability, and
is able to target faults occurring in both data and instructions.
III. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
A. Software Fault Model
In this work, we aim at detaching the analysis of the
software level from the hardware level. We therefore need
to model how hardware faults manifest at the software level.
When a fault reaches the software level, it can corrupt data,
instructions or control ﬂows. To represent these behaviors at
software level, we deﬁne fault models as mutations [16] in the
LLVM source code. Each mutation represents the effect of a
real fault occurring in the hardware.
•

•

Wrong Data (WDat): An operand of the VISA changes its
value due to a bitﬂip, or is used in place of another (e.g.,
a pointer refers to a wrong address). This corresponds to
the result of a Single Event Upset (SEU) affecting either
the instruction operand or the memory segment storing the
data of the program. This also models the control ﬂow error
when the operand corresponds to a branch condition.
Instruction Replacement (InsR): An opcode in the VISA is
misused (e.g., the opcode ‘add’ is interpreted as ‘sub’ or as
invalid operand). This corresponds to the result of a SEU
affecting the opcode of the instruction. This also models the
control ﬂow error when the target opcode is jump or branch.
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B. Fault Analysis Process
The fault occurs randomly at any memory location and
instant. During its execution, the program can use the whole
available memory or a part of it. It is clear that the faults
occurring in the memory not used by the program do not
have any impact on the program execution. Therefore, to save
simulation time, we consider these faults as masked, without
running fault injection simulation. As presented in Fig. 1, the
tool starts by a ﬁrst analysis of the program. It randomly
selects an instant and a memory location. If the location
corresponds to non used memory, the fault is classiﬁed as
masked, otherwise the tool proceeds by the fault injection as
it will be explained in the next section.
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Fig. 1: Fault Analysis Process.
C. Fault Injection Process
The fault injection mechanism, presented in Fig. 2, permits
to inject faults into the readable LLVM code of the program.
For each analyzed fault (i.e., non masked in the analysis
process), the tool generates a faulty program with mutation
[16] in the original program, where the mutant corresponds
either to WDat or InsR.
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Fig. 2: Fault Injection Process.
1) Fault Injection in Data: In LLVM, the data is represented by the program variables (operands). The fault injection
in the data corresponds to the WDat fault model. We model the
bit ﬂip by a bitwise xor between the correct value or address
and a random bit. Since the fault injection is embedded into the
source code, we have to dynamically control the fault instant.
Thus to make the fault transient, we add an index that permits
to inject the fault only in the selected instant. In Fig. 3, we
provide an example of permanent and transient fault injected
respectively in the address and the value of a variable.
2) Fault Injection in Instruction: Faults in the instruction
can affect either the opcode or the operands. If the selected
bit corresponds to one of the operands, the fault becomes a
WDat in that operand, and we follow the process explained
in the previous sub-subsection. However, if the selected bit
corresponds to an opcode, the fault is modeled as an InsR.
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store i32* %b,i32** %a
** %
ad
call @inject(i32**
%add)
...

,QMHFWSHUPDQHQWO\

define void @inject(i32**
%add) {
%a1=load i32** %a
%a2=ptrtoint i32* %a1 to
i64
%aFI=xor i64 %a2, 8
%a3=inttoptr i64 %aFI to
i32*
store i32* %a3,i32** %a
}
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WKHYDULDEOHYDOXH
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; <label>:1
2 25)
2
call @inject(i32* %a,i32
%3=icmp ne i32 %2,100
br i1 %3,label %1,label %4
...
Q
,QMHFWLQLWHUDWLRQ
@clk=internal global i32 0
define void @inject(i32* %a,
i32 %clkFI) {
%1=icmp eq i32 @clk,%clkFI
br i1 %1,label %2,label %3
; <label>:2
%a1=load i32* %a
%aFI=xor i32 %a1,64
store i32 %aFI,i32* %a
br label %3
; <label>:3
%4=add i32 @clk,1
store i32 %4,i32* @clk }
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Fig. 3: Example of Fault Injection in the Data.
The InsR fault corresponds to the transformation of an
opcode into a different one. This transformation is microprocessor dependent. For a given ISA, we developed a tool that
analyzes, for each instruction, the probability that an opcode
i becomes the opcode j under a bit ﬂip. For this work, we
consider a single fault affecting the SPARC ISA (this ISA
is used for the approach validation in section IV). The tool
considers the binary representation of each opcode, injects a
bit ﬂip and checks if the transformed code corresponds to
a valid or invalid opcode. Having the statistics for the ISA,
we map them to the LLVM VISA to obtain the statistics
on the VISA. These statistics provide, for each opcode, the
probability to switch to a valid or invalid opcode.
D. Cache Emulator
Modern microprocessor-based systems extensively use
caches to reduce the access time to data and instructions.
At software level, the concept of caches is not deﬁned. In
order to be able to target faults in caches, we implement a
cache emulator as a queue that collects the used variables or
instructions during the program execution. To build the cache,
some hardware conﬁgurations are required such as the cache
size, the write hit and miss policy and the replacement strategy.
The data cache emulator accumulates the used variables
during the program execution. It follows each read and write
operations. A ﬁrst execution of the program permits to generate a trace of its variables containing information about each
operation, the corresponding clock, and the variable size and
physical address. Using this trace together with the cache
conﬁgurations, we build the state of the cache for each clock
cycle of the program execution.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a small data cache emulator,
with a size of 96 bits, a write through and no-write allocation
policy and a Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement strategy.
For no-write allocation, the variable enters or updates its
position to the head, when there is a read operation (both read
and write operation in case of write allocation). If the cache

is full at the moment of adding a new variable, the algorithm
keeps removing existing variables following the replacement
strategy, till it ﬁnds enough space for the new variable.
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Fig. 4: Data Cache State for each Clock Cycle.
The instruction cache emulator collects the instructions
executed by the program. It is easier to implement compared
to the data cache emulator since we do not follow the read
and write operations. We simply provide a unique ID to each
instruction in the code and consider its size. Then, for each
clock cycle, the instruction either enters or updates its position
to the head of the cache. If the cache is full at the moment of
adding new instruction, the algorithm keeps removing existing
instructions following the replacement strategy, till we ﬁnd
enough space for the new instruction.
E. Simulating Faults occurring in Caches
Once the cache emulator is built, we are able to simulate
faults occurring in the data and the instruction cache. In
this paper, we consider only transient faults. We apply the
algorithm presented in Fig. 1. The faulty instant and bit are
randomly selected from respectively the total clock cycles and
the cache size. For the analysis process, we consider the active
memory as the size of the variables/instructions residing in
cache at the injection instant. For the fault injection process,
we identify the faulty variable or instruction corresponding to
the selected bit and we create the mutant. After the activation
of the mutant, we follow the behavior of the faulty variable.
When it leaves the cache without being written, and in case of
write through policy, the variable will recuperate the correct
value from the RAM (or from the higher-level cache). Thus
we undo the fault injection at that instant.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
To evaluate our approach, we select a set of workloads from
the open-source MiBench benchmark suite [17] (bit count,
quick sort, string search, fft, crc 32). Then for validation,
we compare the results to those provided by a hardwarebased fault injector, which is considered in the literature as
accurate techniques to evaluate system reliability. The used
tool is SCFIT, an FPGA-based fault injector applied on the
LEON3 processor, proposed in [11].
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For the simulations, we set up the following hardware
conﬁgurations for both the FPGA-based and the proposed
method: 256KB as RAM size, 4KB as cache size, writethrough for the write miss, no-write allocate for the write hit
and LRU for the replacement strategy.
In order to obtain statistically signiﬁcant results with an
error margin of 1% and a conﬁdence level of 95%, we simulate
10K faults for each program as proposed in [18].
1) Accuracy Evaluation: Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 presents the
masking probabilities of the faults respectively injected in
the data cache and the instruction cache, with the proposed
approach compared with those obtained using the FPGA-based
fault injector. The results of the proposed approach are very
close to those of the FPGA-based fault injector. This proves
that our approach allows to accurately evaluate the effect of
faults occurring in the cache.
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Fig. 5: Evaluation of Faults Occurring in Data Cache.
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Fig. 6: Evaluation of Faults Occurring in Instruction Cache.
2) Simulation Time: Table I presents the percentage of
faults evaluated only with the analytical process and without
going through the fault injection process. For some workloads,
this percentage is high (>80%) depending on the size of
occupied space in the cache by the data/instructions. Thanks
to the analytical process, our approach reduces the number of
performed fault injections. It permits to minimize the cost of
executing the same workload several time, which represents
the main disadvantage of a full fault injection method.
TABLE I: Faults Evaluated with the Analytical Process.
Workload

StrSearch Qsort

FFT

CRC32 BitCount

Faults in Data

9.5%

1.1%

1.6%

2.9%

95.9%

Faults in Instruction

83.2%

32.9%

41.1%

97.5%

96.5

In addition to the time saved from the analytical process,
the fault injection process offers as well a signiﬁcant gain.
In fact, the faults are injected inside the source code of the
program. Thus the simulation time of the faulty program is the
simulation time of the golden program because the embedded
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code to simulate the fault does not have inﬂuence on the
program execution. For all the used benchmarks, the time
of the golden execution is about 1s. Using the FPGA-based
fault injector, it requires 10.8s to inject a fault. However, using
our method, it needs the same time of the golden execution.
This means that the speed-up is about 10x for one simulation.
It is important to mention that the used FPGA-based fault
injection technique is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude faster than
a simulation-based fault injection.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a reliability evaluation approach that
uses the analytical technique and the fault injection. It is based
on the LLVM framework coupled with a cache emulator to
consider faults in the data and the instruction cache. To proves
the accuracy of the evaluation, we compare our approach with
an FPGA-based fault injector. In term of execution time, the
approach is very fast thanks to the integration of the analytical
process, and the software abstraction of the hardware system.
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